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New Lightworks Version 14.0 revision 91065 Now Available on Windows
Linux and Mac OS X!
Posted by Matt Sandford - 15 Dec 2016 09:53

_____________________________________

The third Beta of version 14.0.0 Revision 91065 on Windows, Linux and Mac OS X is now available to
download!

Download here

(Please read the Terms and Conditions and EULA outlined and tick the box to say you agree with them.)

For users wishing to see all the changes since 14.0.0.0 Revision 90926 they can be found in the Chang
elog pages
.

It is strongly recommended that users backup their project folder before installing any new Beta build of
Lightworks.

Thank you once again to all those of you continually testing and reporting issues you have found in the
latest build. We have another impressive list of fixes and features included in this latest build, including
adding back the timeline “All” button and resolving the issue where Proxy files were not being created in
some instances. We are still aiming for a middle of January 2017 release of 14.0.0.0 and hope you
appreciate the improvements.

Some of the exciting new features in version 14 can be seen below:

- New user interface changes
- Added new project browser layout with project search
- Choose between Fixed and Flexible (Historic Lightworks) layouts on the project browser
-

Added access to Pond5 media repository from within the application
Browse the entire Pond5 database by entering search criteria
Play the clip direct from the import panel
Play the clip back in fullscreen mode
Import the clip into the project and use it as local media (Lo-Res watermarked proxy)
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-

Added access to Audio Network audio repository from within the application
Browse the entire Audio Network database by entering search criteria
Play the clip direct from the import panel
Play the clip back directly over your sequence
Sign in or register an account, to add clips to the cart for purchase

-

Added new Cues panel and renamed to Cue Markers
Added the ability to change the colours of Cue Markers
Added the ability to search for Cue Markers
Added quick pop up of Cue Marker information

-

Added new import panel functionality
Clips can now be played on the import panel the same as a tile in a bin
Clips can now be marked/parked on the import panel the same as a tile in a bin
Clips can now be inserted/replaced directly from the import panel to the edit timeline
Fullscreen display can now be activated on any selected tile on the import panel
You can now use CTRL and mouse wheel to change the size of the tiles on the import panel

-

Improved the Voice Over tool functionality and made it available with the Free license
Allowed Voice over recordings at all frame rates and formats
Added Voice over functionality to Mac OS X
Removed the functionality from the record tool and added to a right click menu (Flexible mode)
Improved VU audio meters on the Voice Over tool

- Added support for the latest AJA drivers which gives KONA 4G Support (Windows and Mac)
- Added new auto effect capability to the Effects panel
- Added proxy workflow (create proxies directly from a clip or bin)
- Added fullscreen playback preview controls (play, mark, cue marker, switch clip in the bin)
- Added AVID DNxHD .MOV encoding to the import, render and export panels (Separate AVID
DNxHD license required)
- Added new Effects panel combining Adding, Settings, Graphs and Routing
- Added ability to right click an empty area of the timeline and close the gap
- Added ability to Play, Scrub and Mark clips in List view bins
- Added improved RED R3D playback to utilise OpenCL
- Added ability to automatically sync chunked Panasonic P2 files on import
- Added keybinds for adding a video track and/or audio track
- Added 'Remove > Redundant cuts' and 'Remove > Gaps'. Remove 'simplify'.
- Added 'make subclip' keybindable command
- Added Faster effects thumbnails (avoid regenerating the temp/preview edit for every time change)
- Added ability to create user defined sub category
- Added support for unusual frame rate files (11.99, 12.5, 14.99, 100.0, 119.88, 120.0, 239.76 and
240.0)
- The full list of fixes and other improvements in version 14 can be found in the Release Notes
document

To help bring everyone up to speed with the latest changes in version 14 we have produced a new
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Quick Start Video Quickstart video which we recommend watching.

Submitting Feedback
To submit feedback on issues found in the Beta versions:

- Firstly identify whether your issue is happening repeatedly or not. If you continue to experiencethe
same issue doing the same steps, please submit a ticket directly using the Redmine ticketing system:
dev.lwks.com
- If your issue is not repeatable or you are unsure about how the application should be
working,please first discuss the issue in the relevant category on the Lightworks Beta Forum section:
- www.lwks.com/windowsbetaforum ,
- www.lwks.com/linuxbetaforum and
- www.lwks.com/macbetaforum
- If your thread in the Forum concludes as an issue within the Beta version, please summarise the
threadand enter a ticket in the Redmine ticketing system:
dev.lwks.com

Users will be able to sign in to Redmine using your Lightworks Username and Password,if you are
already signed in to the Lightworks Website you will be automatically signed in to Redmine.Detailed
instructions on submitting useful information can be found on the Wiki page.Please make sure you have
searched for the issue before submitting a ticket, this should help stopduplicate tickets being submitted.
The more feedback we get, the faster we can resolve issues.

Matt
============================================================================
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